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This invention relates generally to femi 
nine sanitary devices, and has more particu 
lar refernce to a novel'catamenial bandage. 
The invention has for an object the pro 

vision of a device of the class mentioned, 
- which is of simple durable construction, de 
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slrable and e?icient in action, and which can 
be manufactured and sold at a reasonable 
cost. ' 

The device proposes the use of a body band 
provided with a rear elastic portion ?rmly 
secured to the rear end of a transverse ~cata~ 
menial bandage, and the front portion of the 
body band being disposed thru an opening 
arranged in the front of the said bandage. 
In application, the body band engages about 
the waist of the wearer, and the free ends 
of the band are tied together for maintaining 
its position. 
The transverse catamenial bandage has an 

outer silk layer, and an inner layer of silk 
ends and a central cotton absorbent portion 
arranged for engaging against the wearer’s 
body. When in use the transverse bandage 
may be temporarily displaced from its posi 
tion by causing the elastic portion of the 
band to stretch. The device may be provided 
with a means for adjusting the operative 
length of the catamenial bandage, and for 
providing a slight tension therein. 
For further comprehension of the inven- ' 

7 tion, and of the objects and advantages there 
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of, reference will be had to the following de 
scription and accompanying drawings, and 
to the appended claims in which the various 
novel features of the invention are more par 
ticularly set forth. 
In the accompanying drawing, forming a 

material part of this disclosure :--~ ' ' 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a device 
constructed according to this invention. 
Fig. 2 is a fragmentary sectional view, 

taken on the line 2——2 of Fig. 1. ' 
Fig. 3 is a vfragmentary sectional view, 

taken on the line 3—3 of Fig. 1. 
Fig. 4 is a sectional view, taken on the line 

4—4 of Fig. 1. 
Fig. 5 is a fragmentary sectional view, 

taken on the line 5—5 of Fig. 1. 

Fig.‘ fragmentary plan view of the - * 
transverse bandage.“ , : - ~ 

_, 7 is a. fragmentary perspective view 
of‘ a modi?ed formof the device. 
Thereference numeral 10 indicates gener 

ally’ a ‘body band capable of being engaged 
around a wearer’s waist, and consisting of a 
rear elastic section 11 connected to the silk 
sections 12 nd’13. The elastic section 11 
is secured to the rear end of a transverse 
catamenial bandage 14, and the band section 
13 isvdisposed thru a loop .15 on the bandage . 
formedby turningthe front endof the band? 
age downwards and securing itin this posi 
tion by the stitches 16. ,A threading tool17 
is shown attached to theband section 13 byv 
a knot18, and serves for passing the band 
thru'theloop. - _ r i . > 

1 The bandage 14 consists of. an outer silk 
layer'19i with turned-zinends 20 for holding 
a lining-'21. An inner'layer engages-upon 
the lining 21 and consists or, silk“ ends 22 
and 23,”and a central cotton absorbent sec- ' 
tion'24, and the said ends 22 and 23 and the 
central section 24 have'turned-in edges 25. 
Stitches‘ 26 secure“ the inner and outer layers 
together. > s n ' l ' 

A‘ cotton absorbent pad 27 is disposed be 
tween the central absorbent section 24 and 
the lining 21, and stitches 28 secure the pad 
27 to the central section 24. 
In use, the threading member 17 is re 

moved and the ends of the sections 12 and 13 
are tied together for holding the device upon _ 
a wearer. When the device becomes soiled 
due to wear it may be washed as is cus 
tomary with other clothes. It is pointed out 
that all the parts constituting the device are 
of simple durable construction, and further 
more are so arranged for being worn with 

, comfort. 

The modi?ed form of the device illustrated I 
-in Fig. 7 discloses ?exible members 29 at 
tached at their upper ends to the section 11' 
on opposite sides of the bandage 14, and 
provided with hooks 30. at their lower ends. 
The bandage 14 has a plurality of eyemem 
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bers 31 attached to its edges and the hooks 30 . 
engage certain of > these eye members for 3 
forming a pleat 32 in the bandage of a size 160 ‘ 
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determined by the particular eyes 31 en 
gaged by the hooks for adjustino' the oper 
ative length of the bandage, and Ior provid 
ing a slight tension therein when worn. 
While I have shown and described the pre 

ferred embodiment of my invention, it is to 
be understood that I do not limit myself to 
the precise construction herein disclosed and 
the right is reserved to all changes and modi 
?cations coming within the scope of the in 
vention as de?ned in the appended claims. 
Having thus described my invention, what 

I claim as new and desire to secure by United 
States Letters Patent is z ‘ 

1. In a catamenial bandage, a sanitary " 
bandage support permanently attached on an 

' elastic portion of a body band, aplurality of 
eye members attached onthe edges of the 
bandage support near the said point of at~ 
tachment, and ?exible members secured on 
the said elastic portion and having hook 
members on their free ends engageablev with 
the said eye members for holding the band— 
age support in a pleated condition so as 
to determine its operative length and provide 
a slight tension during use. . 

2. In a catamenial bandage, a sanitary 
bandage support permanently attached on an 
elastic portion of a body band, a plurality of 
attachment members attached on the edges 
of the bandage support near the said point 
of attachment of the support on the body 
band, and ?exible members secured on the 
said elastic portion and having complemen 
tary attachment members on their free ends 
engageable with the said attachment mem 
bers for'holding the bandage support in a 
pleated condition so as to determine its op 
erative length and provide a slight tension 
during use. 
In testimony whereof I have a?ixed my 

signature. ' ' 

STEVEN MARK. 
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